PLAN FOR SUPERVISED PARENTING TIME OR PARENTING TIME EXCHANGES
A

new

continued Order re: supervised parenting time or supervised parenting time exchanges is necessary.

AREAS OF CONCERN:
1.
PPO: There is an active PPO between the parents. Case No. ______________, ___________ Court.
2.
Domestic Violence: There are domestic violence issues, but no current PPO.
3.
Criminal Issues:
Plaintiff
Defendant has a pending/recent criminal case in _________________ Court.
4.
Child Protective Services: There IS / IS NOT a pending CPS investigation involving the family.
5. Other
concerns:
__________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
REVIEW DATE, TIME AND LOCATION: _____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Growth Works Address: 28525 Warren Rd. Garden City, MI 48135

SUPERVISED PARENTING TIME AND/OR EXCHANGES
Supervised Parenting Time and/or Exchanges with the minor child(ren) shall continue:
☐Until the review date with the Court stated above; or

☐Until further Order of the Court. (Note: if this box is checked, the parent who is exercising supervised parenting time
must file a Motion if he/she would like to change this supervised parenting time schedule.)
GROWTH WORKS Parenting Time.
1. The
Plaintiff
Defendant will have 10 sessions of supervised parenting time with the minor child(ren) at
Growth Works, at days and times to be scheduled. PLEASE NOTE- based on the parties’ intake, Growth Works
will determine whether a party is referred for supervised or therapeutic parenting time services.
2. Any additional sessions will be charged at $70 per session to be paid by
Plaintiff
Defendant.
3. The
parties
will
contact
Growth
Works
by
telephone
[(734)-657-4597]
or
e-mail
[Supervised.Parenting@gwcares.org] within 2 working days following receipt of this order to schedule their
intake interview. Each parent must pay an intake fee of $35. The parent ordered to have supervised parenting time
will also pay a co-pay of $20 per session.
4. The parent with whom the children are residing at the time of a scheduled session will ensure that the minor
child(ren) is(are) present for the session.
5. The supervised or therapeutic supervised parenting time will be monitored by a Growth Works staff member or
Therapist who will be present and observe or facilitate the interaction between the child(ren) and the parent
ordered to have supervised parenting time. It is at the discretion of Growth Works whether or not the family
should or is eligible to receive therapeutic supervised parenting time.
6. The length of any supervised parenting time session will be one (1) hour.
7. Upon completion of the 10 supervised parenting time sessions, Growth Works will provide the Court with a
summary report and recommendation. The Court may request a summary report while sessions are still ongoing.
Growth Works will provide the court with a summary report while sessions are ongoing if any problems or
concerns occur during the Supervised Parenting Time.
☐GROWTH WORKS Virtual Parenting Time.
1. The
Plaintiff
Defendant will have 10 sessions of virtual supervised parenting time with the minor
child(ren) through Growth Works, via zoom or 3-way phone calls at days and times to be scheduled. PLEASE
NOTE- based on the parties’ intake, Growth Works will determine whether a party is referred for supervised or
therapeutic parenting time services.
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2. Any additional sessions will be charged at $70 per session to be paid by
Plaintiff
Defendant.
3. The
parties
will
contact
Growth
Works
by
telephone
[(734)-657-4597]
or
e-mail
[Supervised.Parenting@gwcares.org] within 2 working days following receipt of this order to schedule their
intake interview. Each parent must pay an intake fee of $35. The parent ordered to have supervised parenting time
will also pay a co-pay of $20 per session.
4. The parent with whom the children are residing at the time of a scheduled session will ensure that the minor
child(ren) has a safe, private area for visitation to occur away from other distractions such as family members or
friends.
5. The supervised or therapeutic supervised parenting time will be monitored by a Growth Works staff member or
Therapist who will observe and facilitate using zoom technology and/or a 3-way phone call the interaction
between the child(ren) and the parent ordered to have supervised parenting time. It is at the discretion of Growth
Works whether or not the family should or is eligible to receive therapeutic supervised parenting time.
6. The length of any supervised parenting time session will be one (1) hour with exceptions made for younger
children who are not able to remain on a zoom or phone call session due to their age.
7. Upon completion of the 10 supervised parenting time sessions, Growth Works will provide the Court with a
summary report and recommendation. The Court may request a summary report while sessions are still ongoing.
Growth Works will provide the court with a summary report while sessions are ongoing if any problems or
concerns occur during the Supervised Parenting Time.

GROWTH WORKS Supervised Parenting Time Exchanges.
1. Parenting time exchanges shall occur
every weekend
every other weekend
weeknights at Growth
Works, located at 28525 Warren Rd., Garden City, MI 48135, with specific times to be scheduled after each
party completes an intake interview.
2. A per session fee is to be paid by
Plaintiff
Defendant on a sliding scale of no more than $20/exchange.
Growth Works is to determine the exact fee.
3. The
parties
will
contact
Growth
Works
by
telephone
[(734)-657-4597]
or
e-mail
[Supervised.Parenting@gwcares.org] within 2 working days following receipt of this order to schedule their
intake interview. Parents must pay an intake fee of $35 per parent to Growth Works.
4. The supervised exchanges will be monitored by a Growth Works staff member who will be present and observe
or facilitate the interaction between the child(ren) and the parent ordered to have supervised exchanges.
5. Upon completion of supervised exchange sessions, Growth Works will provide the Court with a summary report
and a recommendation. The Court may request a summary report while sessions are still ongoing. Growth Works
will provide the court with a summary report while sessions are ongoing if any problems occur with Supervised
Parenting Time Exchanges.

Court staff shall fax a copy of this Order to Growth Works at (734) 455-1254 or email to Growth Works at
Supervised.Parenting@gwcares.org.
A PRIVATE SUPERVISED PARENTING TIME AGENCY/FACILITY.
1. The name, address, and telephone number of the Supervisor: _________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________.
2. Parenting time shall be arranged between the parents and the agency/facility and shall be at least 1 hour each
week.
3. Any fees charged by the agency/facility shall be paid as follows: Mother _______% Father _______%
4. The parents shall comply with the requirements and reasonable requests of the agency/facility.
5. The supervising agency/facility shall provide the Court with a summary report and a recommendation. The Court
may request a summary report while sessions are still ongoing.
AN AGREED UPON FRIEND/RELATIVE OF THE PARENTS.
1. The names, addresses, and telephone numbers of approved supervisors:
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
2. Parenting time shall be arranged between the parents and the supervisor and shall be at least 1 hour each week or
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________.
3. The supervisor shall be present at all times and shall not leave the non-custodial parent alone with the child(ren).
Pursuant to Public Act 600 of 2012 amended MCL 722.27a, commencing January 9, 2013 parenting time is prohibited in
a nation that is not a party to the Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction unless both
parents provide the court with written consent to allow parenting time in a nation that is not a party to this convention.

This document is not valid unless attached to and incorporated into a signed Court Order.
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